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The contributions of higher partial waves to the elastic scattering amplitude are dominated by
long-range interactions which fall off as r " as r ~ ao. Closed-form expressions for the contributions
of higher partial waves (2l ~ n —3) to the scattering amplitude for various long-range interactions (n
ranging from 3 to 8) are presented.
When the interaction between a projectile and a target
is central, it is convenient to use the method of partial
waves to obtain the elastic scattering amplitude and the
corresponding differential and integrated cross sections.
Each partial wave corresponds to a definite angular
momentum of the system. For a fixed incident energy of
the projectile, the higher partial waves correspond to
larger impact parameters of the incoming projectile. If
the impact parameter is larger than the range of the in-
teraction, the contribution of the corresponding partial
wave to the scattering amplitude, for this particular ener-
gy, is zero. Thus for short-range interactions between
projectile and target only a finite number of partial waves
make contributions to the scattering amplitude. More-
over, the number of contributing partial waves increases
as the impact energy increases. If the projectile-target in-
teraction has a long-range tail, then, in principle, an
infinite number of partial waves will contribute to the am-
plitude. In practice, the phase shifts of the first few (say,
L) partial waves are computed exactly by solving for the
asymptotic radial part of the wave function and the phase
shifts of the higher partial waves (from L +1 to infinity)
are estimated by the Born approximation using only the
long-range interaction. (For some recent examples see
Refs. 1 and 2.) The purpose of this work is to provide
closed-form expressions for the contributions of the higher
partial waves to the scattering amplitude for various
long-range interactions. As far as we are aware, such a
closed-form expression has been obtained previously only
for the 1/r potential; the results for other long-range in-
teractions are new in the present work.
Consider the elastic scattering of a projectile of mass p,
and energy E =Pi k /2p by a central potential V(r) which
results in a change in momentum from Ak; to RcI for the
projectile (k; =k/ =k ). The momentum transfer
Aq = ttt'(k/ —k; ) is related to the scattering angle 0 by
q =2ksin(0/2). For later convenience we define a quanti-
ty z as z =sin(0/2)=q/2k. The partial-wave expansion
for the elastic scattering amplitude can be written as
oo
f(8)= —g (21+ 1)TtPt (cos0),k 1=0
where the transition matrix elements T1 are related to
the phase shifts 61 by
Tt =exp(ifit)sin(5t) . (2)
If the quantities T1 for l &L are approximated by T1B
which are obtained by using the Born approximation,
then f(0) can be rewritten as
1 Lf (0)=—g (21 + 1)TtPt(cos0)+ bf,k 1=0 (3a)
where
oo
bf=—g (2l + 1)TtttPt(cos8)
1=L+1
L
=fz(8) ——g (2l + 1)Tttt Pt(cos0} .k1=o
(3b)
(3c)
Here fB(8) is the complete scattering amplitude in the
Born approximation, that is,
f, (0)= —'", f "d. v(.)""""o qr (4a)
f dr V(r}r g (2l + 1)jt (kr)pt(cos0) (4b)$2 0 1=0
oo
= —g (2l + 1)Tttt Pt (cos8)k1=o (4c}
and T1B is the Born approximation for T1, namely,
TlB =
2P k oo dr V(r)r jt (kr) .2 ~ 22 0
Here ao ——R /me is the Bohr radius, —e and m are the
charge and mass of an electron, and C„are dimensionless
coe%cients. For certain values of n the two terms on the
right-hand side of Eq. (3c) could be individually singular
but the difference, namely, Af is always finite and non-
singular. Substituting from (6) into (5) and using Eq.
6.574.2 of Ref. 4 one obtains
Now, since only the long-range part of the interaction
contributes to phase shifts of higher partial waves, it is
reasonable to take for V(r), in Eq. (5), a general spherical-
ly symmetric potential of the form
V(r)=C„ao 'e /r" .
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(7)
projectile in motion and a neutral polarizable target, the
leading correction term behaves asymptotically as 1/r ~
The 1/r retardation effect also appears when applied to
an electron-ion system with the electron bound in a high
Rydberg state. ' This term, which is an addition to the
1/r polarization potential, vanishes in the nonrelativistic
limit. Again using the results in Table I and
The conditions of validity for this expression are
n & 1, 1& (n —3)/2 . (8)
(2!+ 1)P~(cosg)
~
(1+2)(l+1)l(l —1) + 2z ln(z),
1 z
3 6
Table I shows explicit expressions for Tlq for values of n
from 3 to 8. The corresponding long-range interactions,
along with their possible applications in atomic and
molecular physics, are now discussed individually.
(i) n =3. A potential of the form 1/r appears as the
leading retardation term (that is, the effect of the finiteness
of the speed of light) for electron-electron interactions. '
In a different context, when two identical neutral atoms,
excited to different degrees, exchange a photon it leads to
a "resonance interaction" of the form 1/r . Using the ex-
pression for T~~ for n =3 in Table I and the sum
(2l + 1)PI(cosg)S3= g 1 (1 + 1) = —1 —21n(z) (9a)
where z =sin(g/2), we obtain the following closed-form
expression
paoC3 (21+ 1)PI(cosg)bf=
m
1+21n(z)+ g l(l+1) (9b)
(ii) n =4. The case of 1/r potential, perhaps the most
well known in atomic physics, arises as the leading term,
in the adiabatic approximation, in interactions of a
charged projectile (electron, ion, positron) with a neutral
polarizable target. Again using the relevant entry in
Table I for Tl~ and
2pk aoC~ 1 zbf=- +2z'ln(z)3m 3 6
(2l + 1)Pi(cosg )
, (l +2)(l +1)l(l —1) (1 lb)
where z =sin(g/2).
(iu) n =6. A long-range potential of the form 1/r ap-
pears in various applications in atomic and molecular
physics. First, the nonrelativistic van der Waals interac-
tion between two neutral atoms, each in its lowest energy
state, behaves as 1/r for separations much larger than
the Bohr radius. " Next, the second term in the interac-
tion energy between a charged projectile and a neutral po-
larizable target behaves, in the adiabatic approximation, as
1/r . Third, the leading nonadiabatic correction to the
dipole term in the interaction between a charged projectile
and a neutral polarizable target behaves asymptotically as
1/r . ' In these cases one can use
S6—
oo Pt(cosg)
o (21+5)(2l +3)(21—l)(21 —3)
z3
18
(12a)
(1 la)
the closed form expression for Af in this case can be writ-
ten as
S4 ——
Pi (cosg)
l~o (21+3)(21—1) 2 ' (10a) and the results of Table I to obtain the following closed-form expression for l5f,
the closed form expression for b,f becomes
2rrpka pC4 z I- PI (cosg )
m 2 I o (2l +3)(21 —1) (lob)
with z =sin(g/2). This expression has previously been
obtained by Thompson.
(iii) n =5. When retardation effects are taken into ac-
count for interactions between a structureless charged
6~pk aoC6
z3 L PI (cosg)
x 18 I o (2l+5)(2l+3)(21 —1)(21 —3)
where, as before, z =sin(g/2).
(12b)
TABLE I. Explicit expressions for TI~ for various long-range interactions.
m (ka{))
TIB
PCq
1/[1 (I + 1)]
2n/[(21 +3)(2l + 1)(21—1)]
2/[3(l +2)(l + 1)l (1 —1)]
6~/[(21 + 5)(21 + 3)(2l + 1)(2l —1)(2l —3)]
8/[15(l +3)(l +2)(l + 1)l (1 —1)(l —2)]
20m /[(2! +7)(21+5)(2l +3)(2l + 1)(2l —1)(2l —3)(2l —5)]
Condition of
validity
1&1
1&1
1&2
1&2
1&3
1&3
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S7 ——
oc' (21 +. 1 )Pt (cosO)
, (I +3)(l +2)(l + 1)l (I —1)(l —2)
43 4 z 1
240 5 80
4
2
ln(z), (13a)
the closed-form expression for bf becomes
(U) n =7. When retardation e6'ects are taken into ac-
count the interaction between two neutral atoms in their
lowest energy states behaves as 1/r for extremely large
atom-atom separations. ' ' This interaction is a replace-
ment for and not an additive correction to the nonrela-
tivistic van der Waals interaction. Using the appropriate
entry from Table I and
8V'k + oc7 —43
~
z
15m 240
1 z+ ln(z)2'
(2I + 1 )P~ (cosO)
+
3 (&+3)(I +2)(1 +1)1(l—1)(l —2)
(13b)
where z = sin(O/2).
(Ui) n =8. In investigations of the Rydberg states of
helium it is noted that terms up to 1/r in the polariza-
tion potential arising in the ion-core —electron interaction
contribute significantly to the energy levels. ' ' With the
anticipation that interaction terms behaving asymptotical-
ly as 1/r might also contribute significantly to scattering
processes, we provide the following closed-form expres-
sion for bf for this case,
20m@k a OC8 5 L P~(cosO)
450, (2I +7)(2l +5)(2l +3)(21 —1)(21 —3)(2l —5) (14a)
Ss=
oo Pi(cosO)
(2l +7)(21+5)(2l + 3)(2l —1)(2l —3)(2l —5)
5
450 (14b)
with z =sin(O/2), using the results in Table I and the sum - P, (cosO)
= (2z —2z)+ (2z —1)ln[z (1+z)],(I —1)
P~(cosO)
=( —7z +6z'+5z' —4z)(1 —2)
—(6z —6z +1)ln[z(1+z)],
(16f)
(16g)
The closed-form expressions [Eqs. (9b), (10b), ( 1 lb),
(12b), (13b), and (14a)] for bf for various long-range po-
tentials depend crucially on the evaluation of sums S;,
i =3, . . . , 8 [Eqs. (9a), (10a), (1 la), (12a), (13a), and
(14b)]. These sums can be obtained as follows. On multi-
plying both sides of the generating function
where z =sin(O/2). Now the sums S3, Sq, and Sq can be
easily evaluated by first doing the partial fractions of the
summand and then using the sums of Eq. (16). The sums
S4, S6, and Sq are evaluated by first doing the partial frac-
tions of the summand, then using
g t 'Pi (cosO) = (1 —2t cosO+ t )
1=0
(15) sinO dPI (cosO)[P&+,(cosO) PI &(cosO)]/—(21+ 1)= I I+1 dO (17)
X ln( 1+ 1/z ),
Pi(cosO)
(~+3) =( —6z'+ 3z'+4z ——', )
+ (6z —6z + 1)ln[(1+.z)/z],
Pi(cosO)
, , (1+2) =(2z
—1)+(—2z + 1)ln[(1+z)lz],
- PI(cosO)
, (I + I)
= ln[( 1 +z) /z],
P~(cosO)
= —ln[z ( 1+z)],
1=1 l
(16a)
(16b)
(16c)
(16d)
(16e)
by t (m = —3, —2, —1,0, 1,2, 3) and integrating with
respect to t from 0 to 1, one can establish the following
sums:
- P&(cosO)
= (20z' —10z' ——", z'+ 10z'+ 6z ——"
, )
, (1+4)
+ ( —20z'+ 30z' —12z'+ 1)
[and similar lengthy relations for (P~+2 P& q)/(2!+1)—
and (P(+3 Pt 3)/(21+1)] and eventually utilizing the
sums of Eq. (16). It is rather remarkable that after many
pages of algebra the sums S4, S6, and S8 turn out to be as
simple as in Eqs. (10a), (12a), and (14b), which suggests
that there could be an easier and perhaps more general
procedure (which obviously eluded us) of evaluating sums
of this kind.
Finally we comment that in the present work the con-
tributions of higher partial waves to the elastic scattering
amplitude for various long-range interactions are taken
into account via the first Born approximation. It is now
possible to include, in principle, the additional correction
terms via the second Born approximation since an exact
analytical expression for the second Born contribution to
the transition matrix elements T~ for any long-range in-
teraction has been obtained recently by Wadehra. '
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